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INTRODUCTION
Wildfires ignition patterns are a key factor in fire regimes and thus increasing knowledge about where and why
wildfires occurred is essential to implement more effective prevention strategies. Furthermore, spatial predictions of
potential fire ignition patterns might help to better allocate prevention’s economic efforts and to develop wildfire
policies. Despite this, few studies addressed ignition patterns within analysis of fire regimes in detail. This is often due
to the scarcity and coarse resolution of data, e.g. ignition causes aggregated by municipalities or provinces, that
prevent detailed (i.e., low scale) studies or management actions.

METHODS
Assumptions:
Implicit rating method >> Learn ratings from user actions
Ignition points >> Our known ratings matrix
Boolean score (1=triggered=like vs 0=untriggered=dislike)
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Distance between the two
vectors could be estimated
with the angle between the
vectors. Cosine distance is
the angle between vectors
Cosine similarity More items
and user are similar and
more the angle A is small
(and cos(A) is near to 1)

1 – Build items profile
2 – Infer user profile (from
items the user likes)
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items catalogue
4 – Recommend certain
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multidimensional
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multi-dimensional
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Picture 1 – Logical scheme of content-based recommender
system algorithm used to predict ignition points

In this work, we propose a two-level approach
combining spatial coarse-scale models of fire causes
with high-resolution ignition probability maps in order
to overcome the aforementioned limitations.
A set of variables derived from historical datasets was
used to characterize the ignition points of the GOLIAT
database and the fires with causes recorded in the
Promethee database. The same set of variables with
updated values was used to characterize the pixels and
the DFCI grid of the Corsica island.
A content-based recommender system, based on
cosine similarity, was applied to estimate the similarity
of each current pixel to the pixels ignited in the past by
the arsonists.

A random forest classification algorithm was trained
with the aforementioned set of historical variables
related to the wildfires with associated causes present
in Promethee database and than used to predict
wildfires causes in the region using the DFCI grid
resolution.

DATA

Picture 2 – Map of similarity of ground pixel to the ignition points of GOLIAT
database

In the framework of Italy-France Maritime MED-Star
project, two fires databases relating to Corse (France)
were obtained and combined: 1) fire causes from
Promethee and 2) the spatial ignition points database of
Goliat.
With the aim of training the algorithms, each record of
the ignition points dataset and wildfires causes dataset
was associated to a set of variables characterized by
values as nearest as possible to the year of the recorded
fire or ignition event.
Road’s data were derived from OpenStreetMap dataset,
the other landscape variables were derived from the
Copernicus databases. A set of social variables was built
from the INSEE’s population census databases, available
from 1968 to 2017.
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Picture 4 – Map of the two wildfires causes with the
better accuracy projected on the DFCI grid– Yellow,
cause 51-Travaux particulier; Blue, cause 33-Pyromanie.
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This work aimed to be the first step to find which
algorithms give better results in processing data on
wildfire ignition points and causes together to project
fire ignitions probability maps.

Results suggest that social variables are important to
predict wildfires causes. Our insight is that lower-scale
social data combined with economy-related data can
improve the performance of the prediction. Agencies’
data collection on fire ignition points and causes could
lead to better understanding fire ignition patterns and
the variety of their probability.
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RESULTS

The cosine similarity main limit consist in the high
computational cost needed to elaborate high-resolution
maps. Random forest trained with the whole set of
variables results in medium-low level of accuracy for
the majority of the causes. When the RF was trained
only with the subset of social variables, two causes
present an error rate under about 40%, i.e. 51-Travauxparticulier and 33-Pyromanie. The cause 51-Travauxparticulier (Private works) present an error rate under
20%.
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Picture 3 – Scheme of the variables used to train the cosine similarity
algorithm. A similar set of variables, using the density of roads and buildings
instead the distance, was used to train the random forest

